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UNISDR Youth Workshop 

Innovative Ideas and Capacity for Change 
This is a handbook for the UNISDR Youth Workshop, November 14th - 16th, 2014, Geneva, Switzerland. It is hosted by the United Nations Major Group for Children 
and Youth (UN MGCY), supported by the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR). The workshop is youth-led by UN MGCY members; Youth 
Beyond Disasters Global Network and International Federation for Medical Students ́Association (IFMSA). The workshop is a satellite conference prior to the 
Second Preparatory Committee meeting (2nd PrepCom) for the Third United Nations World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (3WCDRR), November 17th - 
18th, 2014, Geneva, Switzerland. The event is open for young persons with different geographical, academical and cultural backgrounds commitment to make a 
change and contribute to reducing disaster risks. This is one of many children and youth capacity building events and advocacy strategy meetings leading up to the 
3WCDRR Children and Youth Blast, March 12th - 18th, 2015, Sendai, Japan. 

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
@YouthAreReady to be #Partners4Resilience and takes #ActionOnDisasters. 

 

Web: www.childrenyouth.org; www.youthbeyonddisasters.org; www.ifmsa.org  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We do not just 
commit to actions. 

We are already 
acting. 

Photo credits: Leah Gordon HelpAge International (2010), Help the Aged, 20 January 2010  
Young doctor providing medical assessments at the Municipal (Azile Communale)  

Nursing Home in Port au Prince, Haiti following the earthquake. — in Port-au-Prince, Haiti



@YouthAreReady 
Background  
Communities, children and youth are at the forefront of disasters. With increasing exposure and vulnerability to disaster risks, future generations will live with 
growing climate-related threats and more recurrent and intense shocks. Children and youth are agents for future change: they have the capability to innovate, educate 
and reach out to their direct and extended families, as well as their wider communities, on how to reduce disaster risks and lead resilience. As the decision-makers 
and leaders of tomorrow, children and youth need to acquire appropriate knowledge, critical thinking and life-saving skills in order to make well-informed decisions 
and take action to protect themselves and their community against future risk. With this knowledge and these skills, children and youth will represent well-prepared 
citizens capable of engaging in decision-making processes to develop risk-sensitive policies that will shape their communities and the world’s future. 

The on-going consultations for a Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction that started in March 2012 are providing a unique opportunity for children and 
youth to actively influence decision makers, display their unique abilities, make commitments, co-educate and plan actions to reduce the risks our communities face 
to disasters. Children and youth have taken an active role during the consultations and negotiations of the Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, and 
their contributions have been recognized. The Report from 2013 Global Consultations on the Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction highlighted clearly 
under key Findings, the potential role and contribution of children and youth in leading and becoming drivers of change. The Zero Draft of the Post-2015 Framework 
for Disaster Risk Reduction recognize under the young generations meaningful role in reducing disaster risks: ”Children and youth should be recognized for their 
contribution through their perspectives, knowledge, skills and needs to ensure that disaster risk plans designing, resourcing and implementation are tailored 
accordingly, and should be given the space and modalities to contribute.” 

UNISDR Youth Workshop 
With the purpose of building a joint advocacy strategy for the 2nd PrepCom, and to 
mobilise children and youth voices all around the world, the MGCY members Youth 

Beyond Disasters and IFMSA, host a UNISDR Youth Workshop prior to the 2nd 

PrepCom. 

Next step - Children and Youth Blast in WCDRR  
During the 3WCDRR children and youth from worldwide will gather in the Children & 
Youth Forum Blast. The Blast is an open global children and youth-led event, developed 
for children and youth to mobilize and showcase their strengths, skills, and abilities to 
lead change in reducing disaster risk and building resilient societies. The Blast will take 
place in Sendai, Japan, March 12th - 18th, 2015. 

"
Join the movement - Make a change 
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Welcome message from Organising Partners UNISDR Youth Workshop 

Mr. Aashish Khullar, UN Major Group for Children and Youth Organising Partner  
 
We are a dynamic, international network of young people and organisations bringing about change in the world. We care about the future, the 
sustainability of our planet and the development of the people on it. UN Major Group for Children and Youth is the officially recognised space 
within UN process for Sustainable Development to facilitate the voice of children and young people. We are here as a space for the voices of 
children and youth globally. We are designing the future. We have the mandate to facilitate youth and children participation within the process of 
the 3WCDRR. Young people have been provided possibilities to enhance their knowledge and skills, to take actions during the consultations and 
negotiations in the consultations and negotiations up to today. We are now one step closer to the 3WCDRR and we are happy to witness the 
worldwide growing movement of dedicated children and youth, possessing a dream to contribute to resilient society globally and locally. The 2nd 
PrepCom are a crucial event of negotiations prior to the 3WCDRR and we are happy to welcome global young people to participate and 
contribute. It is our pleasure to facilitate their meaningful participation during the 2nd PrepCom and our mission to assure that their voice is heard.  "
Mr. Sam Johnsson, Youth Beyond Disasters Chair & UNISDR Special Advisory for Youth  
 
Our vision in Youth Beyond Disasters is that children and young people of all ages, background and abilities are actively involved, meaningfully 
engaged, and confident in leading disaster risk reduction. We mobilise children and youth to focus on risk reduction and resilience. We have 
already seen the tremendous accomplishments that youth can achieve in reducing disaster risks. These include concrete actions within local 
societies, lead behavioural change, educate their fellow peers and make meaningful contributions in disaster risk reduction policies. We take our 
role seriously, being one of the major organising partners of this and following events leading up to the W3CDRR. Though, for us the 3WCDRR is 
just the day one. The first days of a new era where children and youth are #Partners4Reslience and takes #ActionOnDisasters.  "
Mr. Aghostinou Sousa, International Federation for Medical Students ́ Association President  
The health care system itself is one of the first victims in disasters and catastrophes. The IFMSA is the world’s largest medical students' 
organisation, bringing together medical students from 117 countries. Our commitment to Disaster Risk Reduction is strong and continues to grow. 
As health advocates, we address the urgency in Disaster Risk Reduction, aiming for a strong Post-2015 Framework on Disaster Risk Reduction. 
Youth are known for their capability to think new and to take active roles when disaster strikes. We are thereby proud to contribute in strengthening 
the young voice in Disaster Risk Reduction discussions and negotiations as they are a key for a resilient society.  "
"

Welcome to the UNISDR Youth Workshop.  
Let us create the world we want, a world free from disasters! 
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UNISDR (The United Nations Office for Disaster Reduction) was created in 
December 1999 as part of the UN Secretariat with the purpose of ensuring the 
implementation of the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction. They are the 
leading agency in the field, they coordinate the framework and platforms both regional 
and international, and then they campaign and advocate for it.

UNICEF (United Nations Children's Fund) is the driving force that helps build a 
world where the rights of every child are realized. they have the global authority to 
influence decision-makers, and the variety of partners at grassroots level to turn the most 
innovative ideas into reality. To minimize the impact of disasters on vulnerable 
communities, UNICEF and its partners support various disaster risk reduction (DRR) 
programmes. These are aimed at saving lives, increasing community resilience to future 
shocks and protecting livelihoods, 

UN-Habitat (United 
Nations Human Settlements 
Program) is the United Nations programme working towards a better urban future. Its 
mission is to promote socially and environmentally sustainable human settlements 
development and the achievement of adequate shelter for all. In the absence of effective 
urban planning, the consequences of the rapid urbanization will be dramatic – escalating 
poverty and unemployment, safety and crime problems, pollution and health issues, as well 
as poorly managed natural or man-made disasters and other catastrophes due to the effects 
of climate change.

UNFPA (United Nations Population Fund) is an international development agency that promotes the 
right of every woman, man and child to enjoy a life of health and equal opportunity. The UNFPA have 
developed procedures to be adopted during the preparedness, post-crisis or transition phases of crises that 
have direct relevance to DRR and resilience building among exposed or affected populations and 
communities. The UNFPA Guidelines on Data Issues in Humanitarian Crisis Situations adress sources of 
data, their strengths, shortfalls and uses, and provides a list of vital indicators that could be used to better 
appraise risks and vulnerabilities, and identify target populations and institutions for more effective DRR 
strategies.
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UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation) was created in 
order to respond to the firm belief of nations, forged by two world wars in less than a generation that 
political and economic agreements are not enough to build a lasting peace. Peace must be established on 
the basis of humanity’s moral and intellectual solidarity. After recent disasters it was apparent that having 
a more informed society is curtail thus  Education for Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) takes into account 
the relationships between society, environment, economy, and culture and their impacts. It also promotes 
critical thinking and problem-solving as well as social and emotional life skills that are essential to the 
empowerment of groups threatened or affected by disaster. 

WHO (World Health Organisation) is the directing and coordinating authority for health within the United 
Nations. It is responsible for providing leadership on global health matters, shaping the health research agenda, setting 
norms and standards, providing technical support to countries and monitoring and assessing health trends. WHO is 
preparing countries to face emergencies and disasters by assessing vulnerabilities, generating awareness, supporting 
decision makers and promoting coordination and collaboration tools.

UNDP (United Nations Development Program) partners with people at all levels of society to help build nations that can 
withstand crisis, and drive and sustain the kind of growth that improves the quality of life for everyone. On the ground in more 
than 170 countries and territories, they offer global perspective and local insight to help empower lives and build resilient nations. 
UNDP helps develop the capacity of governments in over 60 countries to respond to disasters and mitigate the risk they pose. 
UNDP is guiding policy; training communities and first responders; helping planners; and integrating disaster risk reduction 
strategies into national development plans. Every dollar spent on preparing for disasters saves around seven dollars in economic 
losses. 



 

UNISDR Youth Workshop Program	


"
The UNISDR Youth Workshop aims to build a joint UN MGCY advocacy strategy, to be 
implemented by the delegates attending the 2nd PrepCom. Through a series of activities, 
delegates will build capacity within the field of Disaster Risk Reduction and policy. The 
participants, youth change makers and representatives of in-country youth-centred 
organizations, will after the UNISDR Youth Workshop be confident in leading the voice of 
young people in the 2nd PrepCom. The outcome of the streams will result in a joint advocacy 
strategy for the 2nd PrepCom and beyond leading up to Sendai.  "
Sessions  
Presentations    Briefings providing background information or practical  
    information. 

Workshops    Interactive sessions given to introduce or deepen the  
    knowledge of the delegates within a specific topic. 

Streams    A series of workshops, aiming to develop concrete time- 
    bound advocacy strategy actions and related to Disaster Risk 
    Reduction. The discussions are facilitated by the UN MGCY 
    and aim to build capacity among the delegates. 

Panel Discussions   Theoretical sessions with external speakers and experts  
    regarding a specific topic implementation plans of policy. 
    During the UNISDR Youth Workshop four streams will be 
    provided. 
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Stream #1 - UN MGCY DRR Advocacy Strategy for the 2nd 
PrepCom  
Prepare the UN MGCY advocacy strategy for the 2nd PrepCom. 
Policy documents and actions are to be based upon the UN MGCY 
Disaster Risk Reduction Position Paper and in junction with 
previous actions by the constituency.	


Stream #2 - UN MGCY DRR Position; Visibility in the 2nd 
PrepCom and Beyond  
Develop a concrete visibility plan, aiming to gain recognition of 
the UN MGCY DRR advocacy priorities. The target group are 
stakeholders within the 2nd PrepCom and the society. The tools in 
this stream will amongst others include social media, media and 
public relations.	


Stream #3 - UN MGCY DRR Voluntary Commitment 
UNISDR invite all stakeholders, including civil society and 
governments, to submit voluntary commitments of actions to be 
taken after the 3WCDRR. Our task is to create a first draft of 
children and youth voluntary commitment based upon inputs from 
local, regional and global children and youth.	


Stream #4 - Sendai Children and Youth Framework for 
Disaster Risk Reduction  
In the 3WCDRR there will be a Sendai Children and Youth 
Framework for endorsement. The framework will address 
priorities and commitments of children and youth cross- sectional 
meaningful actions in risk reduction.	




"

"

"

"

"
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Day 1 
Friday 14th Nov

12.00 - 15.00 Registration: UNISDR Youth Workshop  
At the address of the Accommodation (If you arrive after 15.00 go directly to the venue)  
Mr. Patrick Achkar, General member, IFMSA  
Mr. Fabian Falkenbach, General member, IFMSA  

16.30 - 16.40 Opening: UNISDR Youth Workshop  
Global Youth Voices in Disaster Risk Reduction  
Ms. Moa M Herrgård, Global Focal Point Disaster Risk Reduction, UN MGCY  
Ms. Anna-Theresia Ekman, Policy Advisor, Youth Beyond Disasters  
Mr. Patrick Achkar, General member, IFMSA

16.40 - 17.00 Presentation: Organising Partners of the UNISDR Youth Workshop  
UN Major Group for Children and Youth  
Ms. Moa M Herrgård, Global Focal Point Disaster Risk Reduction, UN MGCY 

Youth Beyond Disasters  
Ms. Anna-Theresia Ekman, Policy Advisor, Youth Beyond Disasters 

IFMSA  
Ms. Ljiljana Lukic, Project Support Director, IFMSA

17.00 - 17.20 Presentation: @YouthAreReady  
Youth in the WCDRR & Beyond  
Mr. Nhattan Nguyen & Ms. Lydia Cumiskey, Children and Youth Blast for WCDRR, Organising Committee Co-Chair 

Youth in the 2nd PrepCom 
Ms. Moa M Herrgård, Global Focal Point Disaster Risk Reduction, UN MGCY "
UNISDR Youth Workshop  
Ms. Anna-Theresia Ekman, Policy Advisor, Youth Beyond Disasters  
Mr. Patrick Achkar, General member, IFMSA

17.20 - 17.35 Coffee Break 

17.35 - 18.20 Workshop: DRR Introduction & Youth as partners for #Partners4Resilience and implementers for #ActionsOnDisasters  
Youth capacity, priorities, commitments and actions on Disaster Risk Reduction  
Ms. Moa M Herrgård, Global Focal Point Disaster Risk Reduction, UN MGCY  
Mr. Christopher Schürmann, IFMSA

Day 1 
Friday 14th Nov
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18.20 - 18.40 Presentation: Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction   
Disaster Risk Reduction from global to local, from 2015 to 2030 
Ms. Christel Rose, Disaster Risk Reduction Coordination Section, UNISDR

18.40 - 18.50 Coffee Break 

18.50 - 19.30 Streams: Introduction to Streams  
Teambuilding and Action Plan development for UNISDR Workshop Streams  
Stream #1 Advocacy Strategy for the 2nd PrepCom  
Stream #2 UN MGCY DRR Position; Visibility in the 2nd PrepCom and Beyond  
Stream #3 UN MGCY DRR Voluntary Commitments  
Stream #4 Sendai Children and Youth Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction

19.30 - 20.00 Workshop: DRR Introduction & Youth as partners for #Partners4Resilience and implementers for #ActionsOnDisasters  
Youth capacity, priorities, commitments and actions on Disaster Risk Reduction  
Mr. Tam Hoang, Internal Vice Chair, Youth Beyond Disasters  
Mr. Hirotaka Koike, Liaison for Japan, Youth Beyond Disaster

21.00 - 23.00 Dinner

Day 1 
Friday 14th Nov
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”One of the easiest disaster risk reduction measures we can take is to empower children and 
youth and ensure they are actively involved in disaster risk reduction and contribute to 

making their cites and communities resilient to disasters. Denying them their right would be 
denying them from influencing their own future. The earth needs youth´s support to survive 

the threats of climate change and growing intensity and frequency of disasters.” 
Margareta Wahlström  

Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Disaster Risk Reduction 



"""
*ICMYO  International Co-ordination Meeting of Youth Organisations 
**YOUNGO Youth Constituency at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change""
"

Day 2 
Saturday 15th Nov

08.30 - 10.30 Workshop: Youth are Actors for Change  
Empowerment of youth to be meaningful actors within policy development, implementation and monitoring 
Mr. Christopher Dekki, Liaison to UN, ICMYO 

10.30 - 10.45 Coffee Break 

10.45 - 12.30 Streams: @YouthAreReady to be #Partners4Resilience and take#ActionsOnDisasters 
MGCY Advocacy Strategy, Actions and Implementation  
Stream Facilitators

12.30 -13.30 Lunch 

13.30 - 14.30 Panel Discussion: Bridging International Framework  
Disaster Risk Reduction, Sustainable Development Goals, Climate Change, Habitat  III 
Facilitator: Mr. Mr. Aashish Khullar, Organizing Partner, UN MGCY  
Panellists: Mr. Nhattan Nguyen, Previous Global Coordinator for Youth, UNEP  
Mr. Tam Hoang, Internal Vice Chair, Youth Beyond Disasters  
Mr. Raphael Obonoyo, Youth Advisory Board, HABITAT  
Mr. Christopher Dekki, Liaison to UN, UN MGCY

14.30 - 16.15 Streams: @YouthAreReady to be #Partners4Resilience and take#ActionsOnDisasters 
MGCY Advocacy Strategy, Actions and Implementation  
Stream Facilitators 

16.15 - 16.30 Coffee Break 

16.30 -17.00 Wrap up: Report from Streams & Evaluation of Day 2 
Ms. Anna-Theresia Ekman, Policy Advisor, Youth Beyond Disasters  
Mr. Patrick Achkar, General Member, IFMSA 

18.00 - 23.00 Dinner
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"
""

Day 3 
Sunday 16th Nov

09.00 - 11.00 Streams: @YouthAreReady to be #Partners4Resilience and take#ActionsOnDisasters 
MGCY Advocacy Strategy, Actions and Implementation  
Stream Facilitators 

11.00 - 11.15 Coffee Break 

11.00 - 12.45 Panel Discussion: Social Services & Disaster Risk Reduction  
Societal Preparedness for Hazards 
Facilitator: Mr. Christopher Schürmann, IFMSA  
Panelists: Mr. Jonathan Abrahms, Emergency Risk Management Specialist, WHO  
Mr. Antony Spalton, Disaster Risk Reduction Specialist; UNICEF  
Mr. Baktybek Kainazarov, Population and Development Officer, UNFPA

12.45 - 13.00 Coffee Break 

13.00 - 14.00 Panel Discussion: United Nations Major Groups Position in Disaster Risk Reduction  
Civil Society Priorities for the Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction  
Facilitator: Ms. Moa M Herrgård, Global Focal Point Disaster Risk Reduction, UN MGCY 
Panellists: Organising Partners UN Major Groups  

14.00 - 15.00 Lunch 

15.00 - 17.00 Streams: @YouthAreReady to be #Partners4Resilience and take#ActionsOnDisasters 
MGCY Advocacy Strategy, Actions and Implementation  
Stream Facilitators

17.00 - 17.15 Coffee Break 

17.15 - 18.00 Presentation: Report from Streams  
MGCY Advocacy Strategy, Actions and Implementation  
Ms. Anna-Theresia Ekman, Policy Advisor, Youth Beyond Disasters 

18.00 - 19.00 Workshop: MGCY in the 2nd PrepCom  
Meaningful and effective contribution to the Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction negotiations  
Ms. Moa M Herrgård, Global Focal Point Disaster Risk Reduction, UN MGCY 

19.00 - 23.00 Dinner
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Logistical Note "
"
Transportation 
Getting around in a new city isn’t the easiest. We have collected all information you’ll need in order to make the 
most out of the UNISDR Youth Workshop and the PrepCom2. "
From and to Geneva Airport  
1. When you arrive in Geneva Airport, you will of course have to pick up your bag. After that, you should be ready to take on Geneva! 
2. Next to the general train ticket machine, you’ll find another ticket machine. You’ll find both machines after you have picked up your bag, but before heading to 

the welcome hall. If you push the right button, it will provide you with free access to Geneva public transportation for 90 min. 
3. Take a train to the Geneva City, the train station is called Gare de Cornavin. It is one stop from the airport and the ride takes 5 minutes. "
Tickets 
If you wish to plan ahead, you’ll find information about prices for public transportation in the website of the Geneva public transportation (www.tpg.ch). "
You will buy a ticket in the vending machines at the Gare de Cornavin or any of the tram and bus stops. A 60 minute ticket for all of Geneva costs 3,50 CHF, a full 
day ticket costs 10,60 CHF. If you’d like to buy a transferable 7 day pass, it will cost you 38 CHF. "
Transportation within Geneva 
The main source of transportation is the trams and buses. You can plan your trip in the website of the Geneva public transportation (www.tpg.ch). "
There are in total three different venues which we will attend. All of these can be reached from the Gare de Cornavin: "
    Station   End Station  Tram/Bus Number 
Geneva University  Uni-Mail  Nations   Tram 15   
Centre Medical Universitaire Michel-Servet  Augustins  Bus 35 
UN Palais   Nations   Nations   Tram 15 "
Accommodation 
Geneva is one of the world’s most expensive cities. If you have taken up on our offer to arrange accommodation, you will stay with the group in dorms at the 
Dormitories civil protection Pâquis (Civilian Protection Shelters).  This are within walking distance from Gare de Cornavin and you can easily find your way by 
studying the map in the handbook. It is only available for those who have already accepted the option. Have you decided to try your luck by yourself? No worries. 
Popular choices include the Geneva Youth Hostel, couch surfing or the site airbnb.com. "
Type:  No gender specific dorms 
Cost:  17 CHF 
Included: Beddings. Note that you have to bring your own towel and hygienic articles.  
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Venue  "
UNISDR Youth Workshop 
Friday and Saturday, November 14 -15, we will be at the Uni Mai at the Geneva University.  On Sunday November 16 we will be at the Centre Medical Universitaire 
rue michel-servet 1. "
Second Preparatory Committee Meeting 
Monday and Tuesday, November 17 – 8, we will be at the United Nations Palais. "
Badge 
Bring your ID card / Passport in the morning of the 17th, you need it to get your UN badge. The ones staying in the joint accommodation will go together to the UN 
on the morning of the 17th.  "
Food 
If you have taken up on our offer to pay 30 EUR to receive materials and food during the UNISDR Youth Workshop, you will receive breakfast each day, lunch the 
15th and 16th, and coffee 14th – 16th. During the preparatory committee meeting lunch is usually provided. We will jointly go to eat dinner in Geneva during the 
evenings each day. "
A dinner in Geneva normally cost 10 – 30 CFH, a coffee 5 CHF and breakfast 5 – 15 CFH. "
Costs and Payment "
If you have taken up on our offer to pay 30 EUR to receive materials and food during the UNISDR Youth Workshop, you will pay in cash upon arrival. 30 EUR is 
approximately 37 CHF. The cost of the accommodation, for those who have provided information in advance that they wish to be accommodated in the Dormitories 
civil protection Pâquis, pay full cost for all the nights 14th - 18th upon registration Friday 14th November.  """""""""""
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”Young people are already leaders, combating poverty and hunger in their communities, practising green and 
healthy lifestyles, encouraging respect and tolerance through music and culture. I urge young people everywhere 
to look beyond the borders of your own country. Engage with the world, and be a global citizen. Please support 

and encourage young people to participate in all the decisions that will affect their own future.” 
Ban Ki Moon, Secretary General United Nations  



Registration  
When you arrive in Geneva Gare Cornavin, Central Train station, the next stop is to get registered at the venue of the accommodation, Dormitories Civil Protection 
at Môle St 11, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland. It takes 8 minutes to walk to the accommodation from Gare Cornavin and you have a detailed map below. At the 
Dormitories Civil Protection there will be two volunteers from 12.00 - 15.00. You will collective transport yourself to the venue of the UNISDR Youth Workshop at 
15.00. If you arrive before 12.00 there is no one to meet you up, if you arrive after 15.00 you are recommended to come directly to the venue of the UNISDR Youth 
Workshop (see next page).	


"
"
""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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"
Geneva Airport: Aéroport Rd 21, 1215 Grand-Saconnex, Switzerland 
Gare Cornavin: Pl de Cornavin, 1203 Genève 2, Switzerland 
Dormitories Civil Protection: Môle St 11, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland 
Geneva University Uni Mail: University of Geneva, 1205 Genève, Switzerland 
Geneva University Hospital: Rue michel servet 1, 1205 Geneva, Switzerland 
United Nations Palais: Palais des Nations, 1211 Geneve, Switzerland 



Facilitators  
Stream # 1: UN MGCY DRR Advocacy Strategy for the 2nd PrepCom	


"
"
"
"
"
Mr. Christopher Schürmann  Mr. Christopher Dekki   Raphael Oboyo   Rapporteur: Chloe Rose 
General member, IFMSA    Liaison to United Nations, ICMYO  Youth Advisory Board, UN Habitat  Policy Advisor, Youth Beyond Disasters  
christopher.schuermann@gmail.com  christopher.dekki04@gmail.com  raphojuma@hotmail.com   chloerose@xtra.co.nz  	


	
 	


Stream # 2: UN MGCY DRR Position; Visibility in the 2nd PrepCom and Beyond	


"
"
"
"
      	
"
Fabian Falkenbach   Mubarak Al-Ghuroba   Rapporteur Cecile Pilot  
General Member, IFMSA    General Member, IFMSA   Organising Committee Children and Youth Blast WCDRR, MGCY  
falkenbach.bvmd@gmail.com  mob.alghuroba@gmail.com   cecile.pilot@gmail.com 	
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Stream # 3: UN MGCY DRR Voluntary Commitment	


   	
""""""""""
Hirotaka Koike   Lydia Cumiskey   Nhattan Nguyen   Rapporteur: Ljiljana Lukic 
Liaison Japan, Youth Beyond Disasters  OC Children and Youth Blast WCDRR, MGCY OC Children and Youth Blast WCDRR, MGCY Project Support Director, IFMSA  
hirotaka@youthbeyonddisasters.org  cumiskey.lydia@gmail.com   	
 nhattan.nn@gmail.com	
 	
  projects@ifmsa.org	
 

"
Stream # 4: Sendai Children and Youth Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 

  	
"""""""""
Moa M Herrgård	
 	
 	
 Aashish Khullari	
 	
 	
 Rapporteur: Tam Hoang  
Global Focal Point DRR, MGCY	
 	
 Organizing Partner, MGCY 	
 	
 	
 Internal Vice CHair,Youth Beyond Disasters	
  
moa@childrenyouth.org	
 	
 	
 aashish@childrenyouth.org	
 	
 	
 tam@childrenyouth.org	
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Global Youth meet in Geneva to contribute to Societal and Global Resilience   
@YouthAreReady to be #Partners4Resilience and take #ActionsOnDisasters 



Organising Committee Focal Points 	

  	
""""""""""
Anna-Theresia Ekman    Patrick Achkar   Robert Rodriguez-Vigouroux 
Policy Advisor, Youth Beyond Disasters   General Member, IFMSA    General Member, IFMSA  
europe@youthbeyonddisasters.org 

 
In addition to Anna, Patrick and Robert the Organising Committee consists of the following of the facilitators; Fabian Falkenbach, Christopher Scürmann, Ljiljana 
Lukic, Hirotaka Koike and Moa M Herrgård. We are looking forward to have you as a participant in the UNISDR Youth Workshop and to welcome you to Geneva. 	


"""
"
"
"
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”Youth are agents for future change: they have the capability to innovate, educate and lead behavioural change. As the decision-makers and leaders 
of tomorrow, children and youth need to acquire the appropriate knowledge, critical thinking and life-saving skills on how to reduce risk, prepare and 

respond to disasters in order to make well-informed decisions and actions to protect themselves and their community against future risk. With that 
knowledge and skills, children and youth will represent well-prepared citizens capable of engaging in decision- making processes to develop risk-

sensitive policies that will shape their communities and the world’s future.”  
Sam Johnson, UNISDR Special Advisory on Youth 
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Children and Youth Worldwide Stepping into the Future	


@YouthAreReady to be #Partners4Resilience and takes #ActionsOnDisasters	
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